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1 Natural gas from different sources flows into the gas network, leading to strong fluctuations in gas
quality.

2 The »EcoSpectro« gas analyzer,
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3 »EcoSpectro« with FTIR spectromethods are used for the automatic proces

Gas mixture analysis in industrial
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environments
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to determine higher-grade hydrocarbons

meter in explosion-proof housing.
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The company from Rheinau is one of the
partners in the RegioWIN project »Gas
Efficiency«, funded by the Ministry of
Economics, Labor and Housing of the state of Baden-Württemberg and the EFRE
program. As part of the project, a cost-effective spectrometer for fuel gas analysis

Technical specifications

is being developed, which is to be used in
gas networks, CHPPs or in thermal proces-

Method

Infrared absorption spectroscopy by means of an
FTIR spectrometer

sing plants. The goals are a more efficient

Dimensions

56 cm x 62 cm x 32 cm (H x W x D)

sources into the gas network as well as

Weight

approx. 70 kg (including explosion-proof housing)

higher efficiency and lower emissions

Accuracy

down to the ppm range (depending on measuring
time and gas)

Measuring time

typically 90 s, minimally approx. 10 s

All specifications and features are subject to modification without notice.

feed-in of gases from renewable energy

when operating CHPPs.

